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SUMMARY
This report is concerned with the pro61ern of calculation of the horizontal tail area necessary to
gize a statically stable airplane. TuYoentirely di..erent methods are dereloptd, and reduced to simple
formulas easily applied to any design combination.. Detailed instructions am given for use of the
foi-mulas, and an calculations are illustrated by examples. The relatice importance OJ the factors
—
in,zfencing stalnlity is also dtou.m.
INTRODUCTION
In 1925 the author began a study of the problem of horizontal tail-surface design. A
preliminary survey disclosed that several of the published methods appeared to give good
results but were too complicated for general use. L’o method was found to combine the qual-
ities of simplicity and accuracy, necessary to give it wide use. Many designers ~ere using em-
pirical methods based IargeIy on average values of a coefEcient such as 13unsaker’s “ th.” 1
These methods ~ere obviously incorreeti and Ieading to serious deficiency of tail area in some
cases. There was an evident need for a logical design method which could be reduced to a prac-
ticaI form easiIy and quickly appLied to any design combination. With these requirements in
view, two methods were finally developed and thoroughly tested by application to a number of
designs for wljch wind-tunneI data were then available. The very encouraging results which
were obtained ha~e been fully -rertied by subsequent use over a period of about two years.
It is believed that these methods will p~ove of considerable interest and value to all airplane
designers.
THE FIRST EQUATION FOR HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA
A .generaI equation for horizonhd tail area may be derived by writing the equation for
pitching moment either about the leading edge of the mean wing chord or about the center of
gravity. From a theoretical standpoint the leading edge of the mean wing chord has cerfiain
advantages, but these appear to be offset by the faci that most of the available data are
referred to the center of ~gravity. 10. eiiher case the fia.1 results are substantially the s~me.
The following derivation w-ill therefore be based on moments about the ceder of gravity, with
the degree instead of the radian as the unit for angular measure.
Assuming that the resuItant force vector is normal to Lhe wind chord and equaI to the
lift, the equation for wing pitching moment about the c. g. is
_-——
‘@=@+(w-----------------------------’”
1
where q is the dynamic presswe ~ p 172,8W the total wing area, e the mean aerodynamic wing
chord, CL the absolute lift coefficient, x the center of pressure Iocation, and a the fore and aft
c. g. location on the mean wing chord.
~~h=horizontaItailareax taillength
.—
8,.1
total wingam meanchord—S“ c
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[(CICL C.= (&c ~ ;– CP+aa~ )1 _.---_ -__-_----_------..--------(2)
since
The pitching moment due to the lift on the horizontal tail surface is
Jft=–qcLt .8,.l. ____-._______-_--____---.-_-__(3)
Where CL,is the absolute lift coefficient for the tail surfaces, S, the total horizontal tail area, and 2
the distance from the center of pressure of tail lift to the center of graviiy. Without appreciab~e
error, 1 may be taken as the distance from the center of gravi~y to the elevator hinge axis, and
considered constant. The negative sign is required since a positive Iift causes a diving, or
negative moment.
The slope of the curve of tail pitching moment against angle of attack is
d31, _dM, da, d CL, da,
da – da, &
=–~~ qs’z----_-- _____-_____(4)_..--__(4)
aJ being the effective angle of attack of the tail surfaces.
The resuItant moment on the entire airplane may be divided into three components due,
respectively, to the wings, the tail surfaces, and the remaining parts such as fuselage, landing
gear, etc. Denoting the residual moment by M,} the total moment is
Jf=Jfw+ 3ft+3fr --__---___----_--_------___-___(5)
The variation of M, with a is usually small in comparison with that of 3fU and M,, so that
diU dMw” , cIM, .——
z’ da! ‘
da -------- ----------------------- (5a)
It has been customary to base the horizontal taiI area on the geometrical proportions of the
airpkne. This results in a restoring moment proportional to the product of the wing area by
the mean wing chord, while for constant effectiveness the restoring moment should vary as the
product of the weight by the mean chord. Wind-tunnel tests on models of airplanes having
satisfactory static stability show that the slope of the curve of pitching moment against angle of
attack is substantiality constant over a considerable angular range. Changing the stabilizer
setting merely shifts the curve without changing the slope, as shown by Figure 1. Since the
wind-tunnel tests are made at a constant dynamic pressure g, the equation for the slope of the
moment–curve is either
&= Kg We---_-----_-_.--_____(6)___------_--(6)
or
dill
~= K,qSc------_------------------_--_----_(6a)
TabIe I contains values of E and K, obtained from wind-tunneI test data-on various airpIanes.
It will be noted that K, is more nearly constant than E, owing to the former arbitrary design
methods. An inspection of the values of K, however, shows definitely that it should be greater
than – O. 0005 to insure stability at aII speeds, while values greater than – 0,0010, probabIy
indicate excessive stability.
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The complete equation for st.abiIity can now be written. Substituting equations (2), (4),
and (6) into (5a) gives
dCL a[( do, )1 dC~, da,Kqvc=qszc . ~~ ;– c.+c?=~ +7= . “~@,l.._--.---- ______(7)
( d CL, da, )Dividing by @’.cX” ~ and arranging terms, one obtains
::=@’@P(:) +[H@%91%l---------------@)
da, “ da
Let.tiug
d Cz,
J Z’F”
~=F2, ( CP+aa~ =F3)
802
>.
%-. ! -_ I [
P5%o.. /zi 4m
I I I
1 I
and
‘0= –FL, equation (8) becomes
da
%“:=*[-(T)(“ ) 1K ~ + ;–F, F, _____ -___-,------------(9)
An analysis of this equation shows that it is eady applied to the design of horizontal tail sur-
face-s. The Ieft-hand side is the -well-known horizontal surface coefficient. “ tih” used by HUU-
saker.1 F, is the sIope of the lift curve of the tail surfaces, F, is a dovmwash factor, Fs is a wing
section stability factor, and FJ is the s~ope of the Lift cur-ve of the win=m. These facto= can read-
ily be determined for any particcdar desiaw. Their deriwtion will be given briefly before the
equation is analyzed further.
FACTORS FI AN) F+-SLOPE OF LIFT CURVES
The slope of the Lift curve against angIe of attack depends on the airfoil section and the
effective aspect ratio. For any given section it, will depend ordy on the aspect ratio. The
variation with sect ion must be determined experimentally, but the variation with aspect ratio
~Seefootnote,p.291,
.
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may be cahmhted by the method used iu N. ,A. C. A. Technical Note hTo. 79 (Reference 2),
Briefly, this method is as follows:
The difference between the induced angles of atta!k for two aspect-ratios is
[
57.3&i ill .&Aa=(q-a z)=- —–(7 L?J,)’ (lc,b,y 1
----____-.-.----_-.-.-(lo)
T
Where SI and 82 are the total areas of the wings having respective maximum spans bl and bz,
and 7c1and ?& are Munk’s factors for equivalent monopIane span. Since Aa is the difference in
angIe of attack for the same lift coefficient at the two aspect ratios, the reIation between the
two slopes is
‘CL =.-. ---__ ---___ --_~-_-_---- ____-(n)dC~ _
da,
[F)]
ACL
dQL + Act
da,
FIG.2.—SI0Peof lift curve,variation‘withaspectratio
A ~.L being any (5011VHIkIIh iUCIWII&It Of lift. Equation (10) shows that Aa is positive or nega-
‘CL herefore increasestive according as the effective aspect ratio is decreased or increased. ~t
with aspect ratio.
d CL
Figure 2 is a family of curves of ~ aga,~st effective aspect ratio, as calculated by equa-
tions (10)and (11). In order to use Figure 2, d&the vaIue of ~ must “be known at some given
d ~L
effective aspect ratio. Table II contains the vaIues .of ~ at- aspect ratio 6 for a number of
standard wing sections.
The first step in finding F, and F, is to find the effective aspect ratio of the horizontal tail
surfaces and the wings. The effective aspect ratio n .of any wing arrangement is
~= (~~)z~-.= -------------------------------- (12}
t
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where S is the total area, b the maximum span, and k Nfunk’s factor for equivalent monoplane
span. For a monoplane L+l.00, but for a biplane k varies with the ratios of gap to maxi-
mum span Q and shorter span to longer span ~: and also with the area distribution.bl
The
value of k for any normal biplane may be obtained from either Figure 3 cm Figure 4, representing
/.20! , r t I I I f F 1
“.. -
&
/!00
/?afiot Gap FLonqer span = 7
FIG.3.-~pan factorsfor biplaneswith wingsof eqnfdchord
equal chords and equal aspect ratios, respecti~ely. These data are based on the theoretical
interference values given by Prandtl in IT. A. C. A. T’echnkal Report NTO.116 (Reference Z).
Por a wing having raked tips the spa~ should be taken slightly Iess than the e-xtrerne spread.
This reduction is largely a matter of judgment and is usuaEy unimportant..
!.20 I
/.16 lb,
II
Y“g%
I I I 1 r
.08 Jo ./; .!; ./6 ./8 ,2; ,2> .24
Rafio, GOP
=G
Longer span 5
FIG.4.—Sprmfactorsfor biplaneswith wingsof aqus.1aapeetratio
The effective aspect ratios of the wings and tafi having been determined, the next step is
to fmd the value of
dCz
~ at some given aspect ratio for the wing and tail sections. This vaIue,
if not gi~en in Table II, may be obtained from fid-tunnel test data or it may be estimated.
The average slope for the norrmd wing section is about 0.072. at aspect ratio 6. The average
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slope for the symmetrical cambered sections, commonly used in taiI surfaces, runs sligh tJy
higher and may be taken as 0.0?5 at aspect ratio 6. At any other aspect ratio the value wilI
lie on the curve in Figure 2 which passes through the given value of FI or F4 at aspect ratio 6.
For example, if FI =0.075 at aspect- ratio 6, Figure 2 shows that F, =0.061 at aspect ratio 3;
of if F1 =0.072 at aspecti ratio 6, then FL=0.059 at aspect ratio 3.
DOWNWASH FACTOR F2
The angle of downwash at any given point depends on the lifi coefficient, the effective
aspect ratio of the wings and the location of the given point with respect to the wings. In
N, A. C. A. Technical Note lJTo.42 (Reference 3) the writer has shown that the angle of down-
wash is given by
d~~
=: FzFUaa —da -------- -------- ---------- ------ (13)
where F, and Fv are empirical factors for the subsidence of the downwash angle in the horizontal
and vertical planes respectively, n the effective aspect ratio, and K a constant. The value of K
has been ca~culated from a group of 10 tests on biplanes and monoplanes in which it varies from
45 to 54.6 with an average value of 52.
If the stabilizer is set at an angle E to the wing chord, the angle of attack of the tail
surfaces is
CYc=(aw+p)-e
52 dCL
=an+D—; FrFvaa T --------------------------- (14)
Therefore
da,
(
@FF dC~
G= n )
— ‘F,--------- __-- __(15)-_--_-_(l5)
‘“da
since
dz~~
a~=(ati+ao) andw=o.
F2 is readily determined from equation (15), by the use of Figures 2 and 5, which give the
values of ~, F= and F,. For the average case in which dCA~ =0,072 and the tail plane is
,“
subs tant ially in the plane of the wing of monoplane or midway between the wings of a biplane
(F, greater than 0.95) the value of F, may be read directIy from Figure 6.
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FIG.6.—Downwzshfactor, F2
N-O1’Z-TMSchartis basedon F= I,CKI(SWq. 15). If the td IOW.tfOD ~ ~ith~~ high ~r
low a mrrectionmnstbe appIied(seeFig. 5).
WING SECTION STABILITY FACTOR Fs
( doThe wing section sfiabiIity factor Pa= (7P+ a= $ ) is obtained by plotting (7Pagainst a to
(IC,a large scale so that the slope ~ may be determined with reasonable accuracy. Table III
illustrates tbe method employed and Table IV contains values of Fa obtained in a simdar manner
for a number of
in Figure 7.
well-knowm wing sections. These values of F3 are plotted against
FIG.7.—WingsectionstabiIityfactor
R wi.Ube noted (Table 111) that ~~ is negative under normal conditions where the center
of pressure moves aft as a is decreased. Ilowever, the value of GJPis positive and greater than
do!
a= Q so that the factor F3 is positive although normally less than the usuaI vaIues of the
daj
49290-29-20
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center of gravity location, ~ .
()
~ – F~ is positive under average conditions, and therefore the
effect of moving the c. g. aft, i. e., increasing ~, is to increase the horizorital tail area required.
It is of considerable interest to note that a stable center of pressure movement does not nec-
essarily mean a marked reduction in horizontal tail area required since the values of F8 for the
N. A. C. A.-M6 section do not differ greatly from those for the R. A. 1’.15, owing to the change
in sign of ‘~”
SECOND EQUATION FOR TAIL AREA
A very simple equation for horizontal tail area mgy be derived from a consideration of the
conditions at zero lift. Neglecting the effects of slip stream and fuselage interference the
pitching moment due to the horizontal tail surfaces is
d~=,
M,= Ll@9,1 = a!. da,—gS~.. _.-----------. _---_------_-(16)
where au is the effective longitudinal dihedral measured between the zero lift lines of the wings
‘CL’ the slope of the lift, curve for the tail surfaces, q the dynamic pressure, ~,and tail surfaces —
da,
the tail area, and 1 the distance from the center of gravity to the center of pressure of the tail
surfaces. .—
When the wing lift is zero the downwash is zero and a. is the aerodynamic angle of attack
of the tail surfaces. Under these conditions the wing pitching moment about any lateral
axis is
Mti=c,foqsnc= _-. -.--__ ----_ --. -_--_ ----------(lo)
where CMOis the absolute moment coefficient about the leading edge of the wing chord, taken
at zero lift, & the total wing area, and c the aerodynamic mean chord.
It has previously been shown (equation (6) and Table I) that the slope of the resulhmt
pitching moment is
~~= ~q~7c--- .------------------------------(6)
If the airplane be balanced at an absolute angle of attack a.’, the resultant-moment at zero lift
should be
MO=aJ$~=~qWc----__ -_----_ --____ --_--- ___-(18)
equating the moments
.M,+Mw=i B
or
do.,
C% “ ~ @t~ + cM@$&= &g~~c- ----- ---------------——- (19)
from which
%:’*[ G) ‘ 1.K – –Cwo -.-___--_--__--------_----(2o)
da,
‘HW)-C’’’(2---------------------------(2’)
Values of KO are determined for various airplanes in Table V, and these values are plotted
against a~’ in Figure 8. An inspection of Figure 8 shows lKOto vary linearly with a=’, that is,
Ko=kaa’-----------------__----------------(22)
where k varies from 0.00040 to 0.0010, according to the stability.
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If the tail setting q, be plotted against the absolute angle of attack for bakmee eta’j as in
Figure 9 where data from Table V are used, a linear reIation is found. For the average airpIane
taking into
.028
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F
s .&74
‘O” 4“ 8° /2” [6° 20° 24” 28”
Absoluieang.feofuifackforbalance,d.’
FIG.8.—Piteldngmomentcoellicientat zerolift
consideration the stability characteristics desired, it appears that
a,= (3.0°+0.25 CY=’)-------------------
-ii & I I
$ iki5f%!fEF
#441#’ I --’r I-47’ I I [
,/<”
‘lAzF+Tlltl
11111
a“ 4“ 8° 12° [6” 20” 24” 28”
Absofufeangle ofaffackfor&ofonce,CL’ -
—
.——
_________ --~23)
FIG.9.—ReIztionbetweeneffectivelongitudinaldlhedrrdend absoluteangfeof
attack for balance
Substituting equations (22) and (23) into (21) gives
$$=K (3+~25~=z)~aU’f ~J-C3f0]--------------------(24’
—.
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As. noted before k varies from 0.0004 to 0.0010 according to the stability desired. The average
values of k for various types of airplanes are
Pursuit, racers --------------------------------- k= O.0004 to 0.0006
observation, light bombed ---------------------- k =0.0005 to 0.0008
Training, heavy bombers, boats ------------------ 7c=0.0006 to 0.0010
The value of a=’ is determined from the angular range between zero lift and maximum lift for
the wing sectio~ used, and from the speed at which balance is desired. For example, a heavy
bomber, or a flytig boat might be balanced at its normal cruising speed which is \bout 1.5 times
the stalling speed. Since ‘~ is substantially constant the corresponding absolute angIe of
attack is
c% —— ——‘– ; ,–(1:;j2~_----_____._____,_------------,-(25)
()n
where a, is the angular range between zero and maximum Iifts. The effect of CYa’on area re-
quired is very small and any convenient angle, say a.’= 6° may be used.
k order to simplify the application of equation (24), ~alues of GZO for various standard
airfoik are given in Table VI.
DISCUSSION OF EQUATIONS
The first equation
2:=*[- (J) (“ ) ]
K — + ;–F’, F, -----------------------(9)
FIG,10.—Effectof winghorizontaltailarearequiredfor constantstatk stability
is based on considerations affecting the slopes of the moment curves, It accounts for the eflect
of wing section, wing aspect ratio, tail aspect ratio, tail length, downwash, and fore and aft c. g.
location, It is an approximation in so far as (1) the resultant force is not normal to the wing
chord, (2) the residuaI moment (due to parts other than wing or tail) is not negligible, and (3)
certain effects of vertical c. g. location-are concerned. If the resultant force were always normal
to the wing chord, then the vertical c. g. location would not-affect the stability. The vahes of
the constant K are based on normal c. g. locations between 0.20 c and 0.40 c below the mean chord.
Lowering the c. g. improves stability; raising the c. g. decreases stability.
,
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The second equation
St 1—— .
1 f Faa’(f)-c 1Ls.c F,(3 +0.25a.) MO .---------.-----------(24)
is based on considerations at zero lift, and ib merely insures an adequate positive moment for
FIG.12.—Effectof tsil lengthon horizontaltail area requiredfo
con.stsntstaticstability
this condition. Experience indicates, however, that Then this adequate restoring moment at
zero lift is obtained with a normal C. g. location the moments at other lifts will be satisfactory.
FIG.13.—Effectof fore cnd aft c. g. location on horizontaltail arearequiredfor
cm.stcd static stability
For a c. g. location at about 30 per cent of the mean chord the tin-o equations give almost
identical results, but the second method does not include the efiecfi of fore and aft C. 9. location.
For &his reason the fl.rst method should be used whenever the C. g. is forward of say, 0.28 C, or
aft of 0.33 c.
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From data now at hand it appears that in general a horizontal tail area less than about 90
per cent of the value indicated by the first method, wiJ.I result in static imitability. Three
cases have been found in wind tunnel tests where the area indicated by the first method gave
satisfactory static stabiIity, while a 5 per cent reduction in area resulted in an unsatisfactory
condition. In no case yet studied has ~he mea indicated by the first method been found to give
unsatisfactory stability.
It is of considerable interest to find the effect of varying the different factors in equation (9).
Figures 10 to 13 show the effect of varying wing aspect ratio, tail aspect ratio, tail length and fore
and aft c. g. location. The magnitude of some of these effects may appear surprising at first
glance, but there seems to be little question as to the general correctness of these indications
when they are compared with test data. There is one point, however, which demands quali-
fication. For constant static stability the effect of fore a~d aft center of gravity location is as
shown on Figure 13, but this does not consider the questions of control and loading on the tail
surfaces. The effect of these factors is to offset to a great extent, the reduction in tail which
would be possible with constant static stabiIity for c. g. locations well forward.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING EQUATIONS
For the benefit of the aeronautical engineer who does not have the time to follow through
the complete derivation of the equations and also to~void any possible misunderstanding, an
outline wiI1 be given of the steps necessary to calculate the “ th” coefficient by the two methods.
I. First method.—Equation (9). This method may be used with any fore and aft c. g.
location. The folIowing steps are necessary:
‘kb)’ for wings and for tail surfaces. k maybe obtained1. Find effective aspect ration= ~
from Figure 3 or 4.
2. Find slope of lift curve at some aspect ratio for wing section and tail surface section
and obtain slopes of lift curves at ac%ual aspect ratios for wings and for tail,
F, and F,, from Figure 2. For average”wing section F, =0.072 at aspect ratio 6.
For average tail section F, =0.075at aspect ratio 6.
3. Read downwash factor Fz from Figure 6. For example, for effective wing aspect
ratio of 5,tail length $ =3.0, the value of F2 is 0.564.
( d(7 )4. Find vahw of F3 = C,+ a. & for the wing section used; Tables 111 or IV, or
Figure 7. Take value of F~ at a high value of ~, i. e., ;>2.0,
5. Select value of stability constant K, according to type of airplane. The following
limits may be used:
Type –K
Pursuit ------------------------------------- O.0005 to O. 0007
Observation, light bombers ------------------- O.0006 to O. 0008
Training, heavy bombers, boats --------------- O.0007 to O. 0010
II. 8econd method.—Equation (24). This method should not be used unless the c. g. is
between 0.28 and 0.34c. The following steps are necessary:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Find or assume effective aspect ratio of horizontal tail surfaces.
Find slope of lift curve of tail surfaces Fl, using Figure 2.
Assume vaIue of absolute angle of attack for balance, say a=’= 6°.
Find value of absolute moment coefficient at zero lift for wing section used.
Table VI.
Select value of stability constant k, according to type of airplane. The following
limits may be used:
Type k
Pursuit --------------------------------- 0.0004 to 0.0006
Observation, light bombers- ---------------- O. 0005 to O. 0008
Training, heavy bombers, boats ------------- O, 0006 to O. 0010
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The calculations wiII be illustrated by the tabulation of data for a typical pursuit type
airplane:
First
method
Gross weight W lb------------------------------------------------------
W%gareab ’sq. ft------------------------------------------------- -----
Wing 1oa&ng~----------------------------------------------------------
Wtigsection-1----------------------------------------------------------
{
~pper~I-.-----------.--_--------------_---=-----------------------
‘~an LOwer~z___________________________________________________________
Span ratio $--------_---__.-----_----__----___---__----___:------------
Average ga~G ------------------------------- _____________________________
Gap
&lax. span &------------------------------------------- ------------------
Span factor (equal aspect rafigmfig.4) k-------------------------------------
EEeetive wing aspect ratio ~--_ --__________ --_.. ___--__ ----__ .---__-----l
Tail length l_---__---____--j ------------------ ----------------------------
Mean ehordc ____________________________________________________________
Tail asuectratio-.------___----_-----------_----------------------------[
dcL -
{
at aspect ratio 6____________________________________________
~ for ~ngs F
4--------------------------------------------------------,
2, Soo
250
11- Z()
Clark Y.
31.5
26.0
.83
5.44
.173
1.075
460
13.73’
4.83’
3.35
.071
.0665
Second
method
2, 800
250
11.20
CIark Y.
-----------
___________
-----------
-----------
-----------
-------—---
-----------
13.73’
4.83’
3.3.5
-----------
----— ------
.075
.0635
--------—--
_-—--------
–. 0s0
+. 0005
-----------
—
.
.—
{
at aspect ratio 6-____________________________-___________-____l
‘~, for tail F,----------------------------------------------- ----------- ~:
075
Downwa& factor ~ =4.60
0635
{};=2.S4
F,___________ _________________________________ .528
IVingsection stabi~kj fact;r F3____________________________________________ .22
Moment coefficient at zero lift L’M8_________________________________________ _---__l:ccig-
&abifitj-coefficient Kand k----------------------------------------------
C. 9. location ~___________________________________________________________ -32
.
Applyingthese data.
I.
H.
E=&@G9+(:-+~1
‘0.0635;o.52s[o.oO06XII.20+
= 0.400
8,=0.400+() )so.q@!l~2.84 =35.2-i
(0.32 –0.22) X0.0665]
Sq. ft.
St 1
—— .
‘ rF=’(a-c4sue F,(3+0.25aa)
1
‘0.0635(3+0.25X6) [0.0005X6X 11.20–(–0.0S)]
=0.397
from -which, S, =35.0 sq. ft.
The agreement obtained in this exampleis exceptional,
usuaIIywithin5 percent.
but for normal c. g. loeatio~s it is
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176GI--.
-..-.do ------- 2,808 : 250 4.60 -18 –.000340 –. 00382 Sliggl$ unslmbleatl?igh
lr~-1
---- ..- . . ..do--. . . . . 2, !-)4:5 : 242 4, 68 –32 -.000568 –. 00696
D-38.._- -----clo -------- 2, 450 24!5
Satisfackmy.
4“83 –23. 5 –,0004’88 –# 00488 Sts.ldc at all speecls.
rrs-l---- -.--.-do ------- 2, 025 227 4’,75 –18 .–, 0004.60 –. 0041,0 Unstable at high qxmcls.
?&:i--- N&syt~-- 1,000 99 3.00 –,000490 —. 00495 Stable at all speeds.
--- “--: ..”.- 3,000. 180 4, 92 ––2; -.000333
DI-14J3...- obseI’vatlon--
-.00553 Just dmMe at high speeds,
3,876 440 5.50 –82 -.000943 -, 00832
D-32----- -----clo ------- 3,876
VOry stable.
400 6.00 – 60 –,000530 –. 00.51.4 Excellent.
oL-l---- -.---do .-...-.. 4, 800 504 6.00 -50 –,000426 –,004.05 Neutml at high spw.d~.
:J;--- - ----do ------- 2, 230 289 4, 63 –30 -.000712 -,00552 Very satihwtory,
--- . ..-.--CIO----------- 2, 125 289 4.63 – 40 -.00100 -.00736
MO-1--- __-..-do ------- 4, 8S5
Very stable,
488 9.57 – 97 -,0005J.O -.00510 SlmMeatrdls eeds,
T31W-l -- ‘rol’poclo------ !), 863 856 8.25 –J.20 –,000362 –.004:16 ?“Ju~tstcMecd nghspeecl.
TN-1---- -----CIO----... 10, .535 882 & .5 –loo –,000274 –, 00328 Neutral nt high tipeeck
T’13-l --- ..-,...-do---.,..- 10, 650 882 – 220 -.00060 -.00718 Stable at all speecls,
F’N-7.. -,. Bos.t---------- 14, 236 1, 220 :: – 220 –.000425 –. 00496 Just @Me at high speecls.
p~-].__-
-_---clo---..-.... 25( 000 1, 810 11.0 —590 –,000620 –. 00727 Ikmlknt.
l~5L----- ..-.-clo--.”---- 1.4,000 1, 3s7 s, o –160 ‘–,000350 –, 00353 Neutral at high speeds.
il ‘ I
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TABLE II
SLOPE Oi?LIFT CUR%7EFOR ‘WELL-KNOVN.41RFOIL SECTIOhTS—ASPE~TRATIO=6
1 Section l-ld~Lda ~ Section
.—
RAF-6..---------
RXF-15 ----------
RAF–19___________
USA-5 -----------
usA-16__________
USA-27----------
USA-35A ----------
us_A-35B ---------
usA-45__________ I
usA-Ts-5________
Sloane ------------
Albatross ----------
Clark Y-_-_---.-,--r
Loening M-80--..--l
0.075
.077
.094
N-avyhT–9------------ O.072
B-avy h~-10 ----------- .080
Navy N–14___________ . 0s1
Navy N–22----------- 074
G6ttingen 3S7--------- :072
Gottin,gen398---------- .072
Gottin_gen413--------- .078
Gottingen 429----------- .072
G6ttin_gen430---------- .077
Gottin&en 436_________ .072
Eiffe13Z ______________ .075
Eiffe136______________ .076
NAcA-81________________ .070
NAclml-6 ----------- . 072
.082
.082
.071
.073
.075
.076
.075
.080
.075
.071
.073 I
I I 1.
—
TABLE III
WING SECTION STABILITY FAC!TOR173FOR USA-27
I
center ~ de
J“:.~,
of pres-
sure “<
c= ;::
.
~-.-: —
--------- ------------ --------- -
0.728 --0.22 –O. 528
.580 –.11 –. 374
500 –. 064 –. 282
; 4.52 –. (M2 –. 227
FS
‘---------
+ o. zoo
.206
.218
.225
IIAbso- ~
lute j
angle
of I
attack 1
I
hogle
attack
from
chord
line
%3 1 I .-
—.
:4
–3
–2
—1
0.102 3.669
.174 2.817
I*-..
.- --
I 5:4 ‘ :387 7:887 ~ ---- ..__8 7.4 .531 1.610 .388 –. 0215
I
–. 159 .229
4 ! 9.4 .688 1,415 .360 –. 0133 –. 125 . y?
I 2.371: M 2.0%?
6 \ 1~.4 [ .825 / 1;293 I .336 I –.0087 I –.099 I
8 \ 13.4
1“
1.194
10 f 15.4 1:%; 1.125
L 211 L 067
~~ i \j$ 1.289 1.031
$: ~ ,;jf 1.3.56 1. 00s
1.378 1.000
~.
---- -----
.29S ~ –. 0028 –. 054 .244
.288 ~. –. 0020 –. 043 245
.286 ) O
r
o :286
,.
TABLE IV
VALUESOF STABILITYFACTORF$FOR WELL-KNOWNWINGSECTIONS
Clark Y Sloane RAF–15 G-387 G-398 –
1.00 I 0.294 \ 1.000 ~ 0.310 \ 1.000 \ 0.280 I 1.000 \ O:;;: I 1,000 I 0.300
.251
.252
.241
.241
.236
.227
.223
1.028
1.072
1.137
1.223
1.336
1.551
1.774
1.965
.265 1.031 ,304
.249 1.093 .275
.239 1.164 .266
.240 1.262 .258
.229 1.421 .250
.228 1.719 .253
.232 2.000 .247
.221 2.498 .244
.250
.235
.228
.230
.244
.266
.266-
.262
1.033
1.066
1.117
1.186
1.270
1.377
1.526
1.736
1.052
1.105
1.175
1.255
1.372
1.529
1.780
2.15
.234
.231
.2322.226 .221 .219 l------------ --------- 2.057
.214 --?:!!:-- -.-..-.-.--J--..----.-- -----::_- 2.310
.229 I 2.472.635
--------- --------- --------- ---------1--------- -----:-=-- 264
.197 2.963
.182
I
.223
: l---------t --------
—e-’-%+%f--f----’%~-n--’-hh--’’--~-n
.—— ..——
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TABLE V—continued
MOMENT COEFFICIENTAT ZERO LIFT AN12EFFECTIVE LONGITUDINALDIHEDRAL
~Itching Effective
lVei ht
$
Mean ‘oment Coefficient longftudi-
Airplane I Balance atCL=~chord c at a.’ Mi$It33ft. Ko=$c nal(pounds) (feet) dihedral
M. P. H.) a.
NM-l ----- 4,190 6.5
{
‘1, 400 0.0128 –10. 6
$.: 2, 500 .0225 –14. o
MT-------- 12, 09s i’. 98 {l;:
2, 000 .00506 –4. 1
6, 700 .0170 –7. 5
PN–7------ 14,250 9.00 { ;;:; 500 .00096 –3. 5.3, 800 .00728 –7. o
PB-l ------ 25, 000 11.00 {
1, 850 .00165 –4. 2
1: i 9,900 .00883 –7. o
!SG-2______ 9, 434 8.24 {
250 000793 –4.0
22 ; 3, 100 :0098 –’7. 3
TB-1------ 10, 550
~50 00150 –5. o8.5 ~{zj;
~, 200 : oll~
I
–8. 5
TN–l ------ 10,535 8.5
~{
–2. 5
19:9 3, %: : %%:7 / –6. O
I I I ! I I
T.4BLE vI_
MOME&’TCOEFFICIENT.4T ZERO LIFT FOR 5TAND.4RDWINCiSECTIONS
(Reference axis is at leading edge of wing chord)
I I
I 1Momentcoefficient
1 Sect ion I at zerolift
I cm
G-398---------- –0. 079
G436---------- –. 078
G387_________ –. 095
RAF-15 ------- –. 050
USA-27 _______ –. 086
TJsA-35A------- –. 120
usA-35B ______ –. 075
Clark Y------- –. 080
NAcA–M6---- +. 010
NAcA=M12--- –. 005
—-..
Reference
-- .
.
Mc~ook Field tests.
N. A~C. A. ~echriical Note No. 219.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
E
Do.
.
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